G-FORCE EXPOSURE IN A CONTACT SPORT: THE USE OF ACCELEROMETERS TO QUANTIFY PHYSICAL STRESS
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ABSTRACT

GPS-based analyses of movement patterns are inadequate for quantifying the physical stress imposed on athletes in contact sports. Accelerometers may be useful for monitoring such athletes. The purpose of this study was to use triaxial accelerometers to record G-force exposure in Gaelic football players to examine differences in G-force exposure between games and practices and between playing positions. A small triaxial accelerometer with a flash memory chip data logger was fitted to the waistband of players’ shorts. Game and practice data were acquired at 100 Hz (scale ±16G) from 19 club level players (age 25±7 yr). Resultant G-force was calculated for each data point from the raw accelerometer data collected in all three planes of motion and analyzed by quantifying the time spent above different G-force thresholds. Player positions were categorized as central (half backs/half forwards/midfield) and peripheral (full back/full forward) with central players typically more involved in continuous running. ANOVA with Bonferroni corrections was used to compare G-force exposure between games vs. practices, and between central vs. peripheral players (practice not position dependent). Differences between games and practices were apparent for time >3G, >4G, and >5G with more time at these thresholds in practices versus games (P=0.003), indicating higher G-force exposure in practices versus games. In games central players had greater time at >5G and >3G (P<0.001). Accelerometry analysis was effective in distinguishing player position-dependent differences in G-force exposure, and differences between games and practices. These differences indicate that the method of analysis of G-force exposure used here may be of utility for quantifying the physical stresses imposed on athletes in contact sports.
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This study is one of very few studies that have investigated physical stresses imposed on athletes in contact sports. Triaxial accelerometers can provide important information regarding the physical stress of an athletic exposure. These data may be important for monitoring playing intensity in a game or accumulated stress over a season.

1. INTRODUCTION

Global Positioning System (GPS) sensors are increasingly used to monitor movement patterns in team sports in an attempt to quantify the physical stress placed on the athletes (Cummins, 2013). These sensors give an indication of distance covered and relative velocities. However, in many team sports the primary stress on the athlete comes from accelerations, decelerations and physical contact. This is particularly true in sports such as American football, rugby, Australian rules football and Gaelic football where high stresses are imposed on athletes with sudden directional changes and collisions. GPS sensors are not effective for monitoring these stresses. The analysis of G-force exposure as a measure of physical stress on humans has been studied extensively in pilots in high performance fighter aircraft (Knudson, 1988; Newman and Callister, 1999; Sevilla and Gardner, 2005). Excessive exposure to high G-forces has detrimental physical and physiological effects on pilots (Knudson, 1988; Sevilla and Gardner, 2005). Accelerometers are being used increasingly to document impact forces in contact sports, particularly with regard to head injuries and concussions (Naunheim, 2000; Crisco, 2004; Duma, 2005; Duma and Rowson, 2009; Crisco, 2010; Eckner, 2011; Daniel, 2012; Cobb, 2013; Urban, 2013). Accelerometers can also be used to quantify the whole body physical stress on athletes in contact sports, sports with sudden directional changes (Boyd, 2011; Sullivan, 2013), and differentiating between different types of activity in a single sport (Boyd, 2011). Accelerometers are typically combined with GPS and gyroscopes to identify direction of movement and differentiate accelerations from decelerations. However, these units are expensive (approximately US$4,000 each) and not practical for widespread use among all players within a team or across several teams. Triaxial accelerometers without GPS and gyroscope technology are more affordable (less than US$200 each) and might be useful in quantifying stresses imposed in athletes in contact sports. However, there has been limited research using accelerometers to quantify whole body physical stresses imposed on athletes in contact sports. The primary purpose of this study is to use triaxial accelerometers to record G-force exposure in Gaelic football players during games and practices. Differences in G-force exposure between games and practices and between playing positions were examined.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

G-force data was recorded from 19 players (age 25±7 yr, height 1.78±0.06 m, body mass 80.2±2.6 kg). A small triaxial accelerometer (mass 5 g) with a flash memory chip data logger (Axivity, Newcastle, UK) was fitted to the inside center-rear of the waistband of players’ shorts.
Data were acquired at 100 Hz (scale ±16G). Game data were collected from 17 players in seven different games, with two players instrumented in two different games and the rest of the players in a single game (total 19 player-games). Practice data were collected from seven players in four different practice sessions, with two practice sessions recorded for one player and 1 session for the other six players (total 8 player-practice sessions). In Gaelic football there are 15 players from each team on the field at a given time (14 outfield players and 1 goalkeeper). Goalkeepers were not instrumented in this study. Two outfield players are designated as midfielders, whose primary purpose is to catch the ball and distribute it to offensive players. The remaining 12 outfield players are equally divided into forwards (offense) and backs (defense). These players are further subdivided into full backs/forwards and half backs/forwards, with the full backs/forwards playing closer to goal and the half backs/forwards playing more centrally. For the purposes of analysis players were categorized as central (midfielders, half backs/forwards) and peripheral (full backs/forwards). At least one central and one peripheral player were instrumented in each game. The dimensions of the playing field for the games were 140 m long by 80 m wide.

In Gaelic football the ball is moved by kicking (primarily kicked from hands) or punching. Proper tackling involves direct shoulder-to-shoulder tackles with deliberate contact to the chest or back penalized. Such contact occurs frequently sometimes deliberately (and penalized) and often inadvertently. A player cannot carry the ball for more than four steps without taking a bounce or tapping the ball from the foot to the hand. Physical contact is common when player attempts to move with the ball in this fashion. Most physical contact occurs when players are attempting to gain possession of the ball (i.e. when neither team has clear possession).

Games consisted of two 30 min halves with each game preceded by a warm-up of approximately 10 min, and a 10 min halftime break involving no physical activity. All players that were instrumented played in the full game (i.e. were not substituted). Practices consisted of equal durations of ball work and non-ball work. The ball work involved some physical contact, with no physical contact in the non-ball work. All activities involved running with a predominance of sprinting and/or directional changes (e.g. shuttle sprints).

From the raw accelerometer data collected in all three planes of motion a resultant G-force was calculated for each data point:

\[ \sqrt{(\text{vertical } G - \text{ force}^2 + \text{frontal } G - \text{ force}^2 + \text{sagittal } G - \text{ force}^2)} \]

At rest, with the subject standing still, the vertical G-force =1 and the horizontal G-forces (frontal and sagittal) =0. Resultant G-force data was analyzed by quantifying the time spent above different G-force thresholds, specifically time >1G, >2G, >3G, >4G, >5G, >6G, >7G, >8G.

3. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Time spent at the different G-force thresholds was compared (1) between games and practices, (2) between central and peripheral players using mixed model analysis of variance, with
repeated measures for time above different G-forces, and game versus practice or central versus peripheral positions as between subjects factors. Where there was a significant interaction between the two factors, differences between games versus practices or between central and peripheral players were assessed by independent t-tests with Bonferroni corrections for planned pairwise comparisons (P value multiplied by 8 for comparisons at 8 different G-force thresholds). Mean and SD are reported in the results and displayed in the figures.

4. RESULTS

Games and practices had a similar duration (Game 73±10 min, 10 min halftime break not included; Practice 75±5 min). The variation in duration of games was due differences in injury time, and differences in warm-up and cool down times between games. The raw accelerations in all three planes for one player in a game are shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Raw accelerations in all three planes of motion. The first period of activity is the warm-up, followed by the first and second halves, and a cool down period at the end. The vertical plane is separated from the two horizontal planes due to baseline G-force being 1 in the vertical plane and zero in the horizontal planes.

The resultant G-force analysis for games and practices indicated that most activity was less than 2G with approximately 7-8 min was spent at >2G in games and practices (fig. 2).
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Figure 2. Time at different G-force thresholds showing that most activity is <2G. Activity >2G represents high intensity activity.

Differences in G-force exposure between games and practices were apparent for time >3G, >4G, and >5G (P=0.003; fig. 3) with more time at these thresholds in practices versus games, indicating higher G-force exposure in practices versus games. This effect is likely due to the
emphasis on sprinting and quick directional changes in training (time at >1G was not different between games and practices).
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**Figure 3.** Differences in time at the range of G-force thresholds for games and practices. Games vs. Practices by G-force threshold interaction *P*=0.003. Practices had significantly greater G-force exposure at >3G, >4G and >5G.

In games central players had greater G-force exposure than peripheral players (*P*<0.001; Fig. 4), with differences most apparent at >2G and >3G. Central players spent 26% and 27% more time at >2G and >3G, respectively, than peripheral players. These differences likely reflect the greater running and jumping demands for these players.
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**Figure 4.** G-force exposure for central versus peripheral players. G-force exposure by player position *P*<0.001. Greater G-force exposure for central players at >2G and >3G.

5. DISCUSSION

5.1. Summary of Results

Accelerometry analysis was effective in distinguishing player position-dependent physical demands in these non-elite club level Gaelic football players. Specifically, players in more central positions (half backs, half forwards, midfielders) had higher G-force exposure than players in more peripheral positions (full backs, full forwards). Additionally, differences were also apparent between games and practices. Specifically, practices had higher G-force exposure than games.

5.2. Player Position-Dependent Differences in G-Force Exposure

The greater G-force exposure for central players is likely due to the greater running demands for these players and their more continuous involvement in play. Similar position-
dependent differences have been reported in elite Australian football using a similar accelerometers device (Boyd et al., 2013). Australian football has many similarities to Gaelic football with an international series of a hybrid of the two games played semi-annually. Therefore, comparison of accelerometer data between Australian and Gaelic football is practically relevant. However, a direct comparison of G-forces is not possible as the device used in Australian football reported “player load” in arbitrary units. Additionally the accelerometer had a range of ±6G, whereas the unit used here had a range of ±16G, with the data reported in G-force rather than arbitrary units. In Australian football midfielders and nomadic players have greater running demands and more continuous involvement in play than deep forwards and defenders. Thus this represents a similar dichotomy to the central versus peripheral dichotomy used in the present study to analyze position-dependent differences in G-force exposure in Gaelic football players. In Australian football player load for peripheral players (deep forwards and defenders) was 71-74% of the load for central players (midfielders and nomadic players). In the present study time at >2G for peripheral players was 74% of that for central players. Similarly, time at >3G for peripheral players was 73% of that for central players (Fig. 4). These differences are remarkably similar to the position-dependent differences in player load reported for Australian football.

It is worth noting that in recent years playing strategy in Gaelic football at the highest level has changed in that full backs have begun to get more involved in the play and no longer confine themselves to defending immediately in front of goal. This change in strategy may be in recognition of the fact that they were being underutilized with respect to capacity for physical exertion. It would be interesting to see if G-force exposure in such players was similar to that of the centrally located players. The team in this study did not adopt such tactics.

5.3. Differences in G-Force Exposure between Games and Practices

It may seem paradoxical that G-force exposure was higher in practices versus games. However, there are several reasons for this. Firstly, practices involved repeated running drills (with and without the ball) at high speed and with numerous directional changes. Secondly, game practices involved approximately 7-a-side games, which are typically played at a higher tempo than regular games. Thirdly, player positions are not relevant in practices as all outfield players do the same drills and small-sided practice games do not involve the typical player positions. Of note, Boyd et al. (2013) reported similar or higher player loads in small-sided games in practices compared with actual games in Australian football. The greater G-force exposure in practices versus games in the present study is in agreement with the results of Boyd et al. (2013).

Typically in Gaelic football there is more physical contact in games versus practice. However, in the present study G-force exposure was significantly higher in practices versus games in terms of time spent at >3G (97% higher), >4G (54% higher) and >5G (66% higher). Since time spent at >9G amounted to less than 15 s for all players in either games or practices, the primary analysis did not include stepwise analysis of G-force thresholds for these high forces. However, it is likely that a lot of physical contact occurs at such high G-forces. It is worth noting that time at >13G,
>14G, >15G and >16G was 30-38% higher in games versus practices, but the differences were not statistically significant. Average time at >13G was 687 ms, diminishing to 230 ms for time spent at >15G and 126 ms for time spent at >16G. An example of an illegal hit sustained by a player in one of the games resulting in a caution is shown in Figure 5. The player was hit in the chest while jumping to catch a ball and was subsequently diagnosed with severely bruised ribs.
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**Figure 5.** Example of an illegal hit where a player was struck in his chest by the shoulder of another player while catching the ball. The G-force approximates zero while the player was in the air until the hit occurred (approximately 16G hit). The next large deflection in G-force is the player landing on the ground after the hit. Finally the G-force plateaus at 1G as the player lay motionless on the ground.

### 5.4. Limitations

Since this was a pilot study to examine the utility of these accelerometers for assessing physical stress in contact sport athletes only a small number of units were purchased. Thus it was not possible to instrument all players in all games. The coaches sought to have as many different players instrumented and chose specific players for specific games, with instruction to chose at least one central and one peripheral player per game. Four players were instrumented in both games and practices. For these players time at >3G, >4G and >5G for games was 64%, 59%, and 59% of the values for practices. These differences were very similar to the values for the whole sample of players (73%, 65%, 60%). Thus the differences between games and practices reflected the true differences in G-force exposure as opposed to differences in G-force exposure between different players monitored in games versus practices.

It was not within the scope of this study to examine the variability in G-force exposure within players across multiple games. However, one player was instrumented for 2 different games and one player was instrumented for 2 different practices. The measurements were very similar between the first and second game and practices, respectively (fig. 6).
Figure 6. Measurement variability for G-force exposure for one player playing in two different games, and a different player in two different practices. G-forces were very consistent between athletic exposures.

Since the accelerometer used in this study was not combined with GPS and a gyroscope, it was not possible to accurately differentiate between accelerations in the sagittal, frontal and vertical planes, nor was it possible to differentiate between accelerations and decelerations. Analysis of decelerations may be important for analyzing physical contact and hits. Additionally, decelerations may be more relevant to stress on the musculoskeletal system since they will necessarily involve eccentric muscle contractions.

5.5. Conclusions and Practical Relevance

The popularity of GPS derived, or video derived, analysis of distances covered in team sports such as soccer, rugby and Australian football has been increasing. However, such data cannot truly represent the stress imposed on athletes in such sports as much of the stress occurs with accelerations and decelerations, including physical contact. For example, the typical distance covered in a 90 min soccer game is 10 km (Randers, 2010) while in an 80 min Australian football game total distance is in the region of 12 km (Gray and Jenkins, 2010). This is the equivalent of 6.6 km/hr and 9.0 km/hr, respectively, neither of which represents a significant physiological stress for moderately fit athletes. Clearly the major stress is not coming from the distances covered rather the efforts in accelerations, decelerations, directional changes and collisions. Hence the relevance of accelerometer-based analysis of player movements.

The player position-dependent differences in G-force exposure, and differences between games and practices, indicate that the method of analysis of G-force exposure used here may be of utility for quantifying the physical stresses imposed on athletes in Gaelic football. The fact that the position dependent differences, and differences between games and practices, are similar to those observed in Australian football using a different accelerometer and a different method of
analysis, indicates that this method of quantifying G-force exposure may be relevant to other sports involving high speed running, with multiple directional changes and physical contact. With respect to the analysis of G-force exposure in Gaelic football, time at >2G and time at >3G may be good measures of physical stress imposed on athletes, and may provide a measure of the intensity of a given athletic exposure.
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